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We are so thankful to all our partners
and friends around the globe for
supporting us. In times as these we
are grateful to know that there is
people and churches who think of
Kosova and find ways how the best to
share their love and care with us.
Such a great testimony that in times
as these we can count on you and
share the burden with you.
As
there
were
lots
of
public
institutions and organizations who
asked for help we tried to stay close
to anyone who really needed help,
including
the
other
religious
communities as well.

Beside the regular cases during this
time we could also visit some specific
neighborhoods like Roma and Ashkali
families. With the food parcels from
Sweden we could help 15 Roma
families and also Syrian refuges,
young boys who got stuck in Kosova
because of the pandemic.
Beyond
all
the
struggles
and
difficulties we have seen God’s hand
of provision and care.

It was a very interesting time to see
how many people knocked on our
door for help. We are blessed to see
the impact of the Church in the city.
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There are many wonderful stories
from people but below we want to
share a story from an old lady with
a special heart.

What a blessing when we see such
testimonies of people in need who
are ready to be a blessing to someone
else beyond their challenges and
difficulties by showing gratitude.
Such an example and behavior comes
as a result of a divine intervention.
Now, in this time of a pandemic we
want at all costs to stay close by
showing our love and care for her.
Unfortunately, her son never took
care of his mother, and during that
time we saw a lot of violence and
abuse in her.
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Psalm 34:18

Miradie is a woman who is old,
widowed and in great need. A few
months ago she had knocked on our
door for help. She lived with her son
and family with many challenges and
problems. Aware of her great need,
we decided to help on a monthly
basis with food packages. We were
blessed by her devotion to it, and
encourages us to persevere in spite of
challenges and difficulties. Almost
every Sunday she is part of the
ministry.
While our church was volunteering for
one of the evangelistic projects,
Miradie was the first to show
willingness to help. Every day she was
regular in the Church to help us and
share the burden with us, leaving
aside
all
her
difficulties
and
forgetting her battle for a moment.

While we were distributing food and
flour it was very painful to see Miradie
on the street.
She was expelled from the house
because of her connection to church.
While everyone else is isolated in
their homes to find shelter in this
time of crisis, Miradia has another
challenge, to find a roof over her head
to take shelter and at the same time
experience exclusion and persecution
because she wants to fight all costs to
keep her family alive.

The Lord is close to
the brokenhearted
and saves those who
are crushed in spirit.
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Despite the pain, what gives me heart
today is people like Miradia that God
uses to give us heart and hope that
our service is worth it, for his glory
and kingdom and for the salvation of
many.

So dear friends, when we give for
these families, we are not just talking
about a food package, nor a sack of
flour, we are talking about a deep
transformation
of
hearts
and
attitudes, we are talking about
changing
situations
and
surroundings, we are seeing the living
Christ walking before us and people's
lives changed forever.
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